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NE OF the most intriguing races of York’s flagship

Ebor Meeting is the Great Voltigeur Stakes, a Group

2 event inaugurated in 1950.

Run over the distance of one mile, three furlongs and 188

yards, the race has become an established trial for the St Leger.

In all, 14 horses have landed the Great Voltigeur/St Leger

double, the latest of which was Logician, who emerged from the

York trial to defeat our own Sir Ron Priestley and Nayef Road

in the Doncaster classic in 2019.

Over the years, the Great Voltigeur Stakes has been won by

some star horses, including the likes of Bustino, Alleged, Glint

of Gold, Rainbow Quest, Reference Point and Cracksman. But

arguably, none of those horses can compare with the historical

profile of the horse in whose honour the race was named . . . the

great Voltigeur.

Trained at Aske by Robert Hill, private trainer to the then

Lord Zetland, Voltigeur landed the Derby and the St Leger

double in 1850. He could easily have missed the Derby

however; an error by the breeder meant that the entry fee had

not been paid in full. The story goes that Lord Zetland was not

minded to pay the shortfall, but was persuaded to do so as so

many of his tenants had wagered heavily on the colt.

Two days after the St Leger, Voltigeur took on the undefeated

colt, The Flying Dutchman, winner of the Derby and St Leger in

1849, in the Doncaster Cup. In a huge upset, Voltigeur was to

prevail by half a length. After the race it was agreed that the two

protagonists would meet again at York the following spring,

with each owner putting up £1,000 as a prize.

On May 13, 1851, an estimated 100,000 spectators descended

on the Knavesmire to witness ‘The Great Match’. Alas for his

many supporters, ‘Volti’ lost out by a length to his older rival.

When Voltigeur passed away at the age of 27 in 1874, the

Sheffield Telegraph dubbed Voltigeur ‘the pride of the Yorkshire

sportsman and one of the best and most popular horses that ever

trod the British turf’.

The Johnston stable has recorded one win in the historic race,

thanks to Bandari who won the 2002 renewal. Hamdan al

Maktoum’s Alhaarth colt went to York after a successful season;

after winning the Group 3 Lingfield Derby Trial by 13 lengths,

he finished eighth at Epsom, but bounced back to land the

Group 3 Gordon Stakes at Glorious Goodwood, this time by

seven lengths.

N the Great Voltigeur, Bandari faced five rivals, including

Highest and Bollin Eric. In a pillar-to-post success,

Bandari won a shade cosily under Richard Hills from

Highest and Bollin Eric, the distances being a head and a neck

respectively.

At Doncaster in the St Leger, Bandari was sent off favourite.

A little fractious and edgy at the start, reportedly on edge

because of the proximity of the funfair on Town Moor, he ran

well enough, but frustratingly the places in the Voltigeur were

reversed. Bollin Eric seemed best suited by the step up in trip,

and ran on strongly to win from Highest, with Bandari beaten

three and a quarter lengths back in third.

The Voltigeur is always a cracking race to watch. Let’s hope

there will be another Johnston winner to enjoy in the not too

distant future.

LOOKING AHEAD TO . . . 
The Great Voltigeur Stakes

WHERE: York

WHEN: August 18

Deirdre Johnston and Bandari at Kingsley House in 2002
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